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and the Santo Foundation. I am very grateful to the many
individuals who contributed to bring the exhibition and
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invaluable research assistance; Terri F. Reilly, for exhibition
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and poster designer Michaela Finnerty; catalogue designer
Ashley Webelhuth; Peter Sargent, Dean of the Leigh Gerdine
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- JEFFREY HUGHES
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Original Webster art room/studio, 1923

D AD AH . . . 4 0 @ 1 0 0
Art had been offered as an area of study at Loretto College for Women (now
Webster University) from its inception one hundred years ago. In addition
to an Art Department, the College also had a Conservatory of Music,
Departments of Expression (dance and drama), and Home Economics.
In 1975, then Webster College increased the professional level of its visual
arts degree options by establishing a Bachelor of Fine Arts (B.F.A.) degree.
Today, the Department of Art, Design, and Art History (DADAH) at Webster
University offers the B.F.A. in several emphasis areas (e.g. painting, sculpture,
photography, etc.), a B.F.A. in Graphic Design, a B.A. in Studio Art, a B.A.
in Art History and Criticism, a M.A. in Studio Art and Art History and
Criticism, and several certificate programs, including Art Therapy and
Curatorial Studies. 40 @ 100 is a celebration of the significant institutional
milestones of the fortieth anniversary of the B.F.A. degree and the centennial
of the University, as well as the generations of art students and faculty who
have created that history.
The first Webster College art studios were comprised of a suite of elegant
rooms in the original building (now Webster Hall), which faced north for
excellent natural light. The studios were filled with casts and prints of famous
works of art and tapestry as well as the work of Webster students. The studio
also housed a library of art books and magazines. A practicing artist herself,
Sister Dorothy Marie Jenkins, S.L. was appointed instructor of domestic and
commercial art in 1923. Commercial art, meaning primarily the creation
of advertising posters and layout, had grown in prominence after WWI
and was being touted as an important career option for young women.

Painting class, 1931
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A college catalog at the time describes both the setting and curriculum of
the department, and, in at least some measure, might still resonate nearly
ninety years later:
The furnishings of the Art Studio as well as the planned course
of instruction are all designed to facilitate and make more
enjoyable the study of art. The course has been arranged to
bring the students into close contact with the best art of all
ages, and to impart a thorough training in drawing, painting,
decorative design, poster composition, and fashion designing;
for an intelligent and comprehensive study of art engenders a
love and appreciation of beauty, offers countless opportunities
for cultural enrichment, encourages originality, and stimulates
the creative powers of the student.
Although the 1930s mark a moment of strong social commentary by many
artists, and the kernels of a later American avant-garde, Modernism might
have been a little suspect at Webster. When architect Ralph Adams Crams
lectured to the entire student body on October 24, 1934, he declared,
“The poison of ultra-modernism in art has crept into the United States and
is responsible for such atrocities as the Rockefeller Center and the World’s
Fair Buildings” (The Web Oct. 24, 1934, p. 4).
Appearing in The Web, the bi-weekly school newspaper, in the December 17,
1941 issue (the volume after the December 7 Pearl Harbor bombing), along
with a message from college President George Donovan consoling students
and their parents about the war, there was a profile of the typical Webster
upperclassman (nt. that was the usage). She was a music enthusiast, had
had piano lessons or other music lessons, was something of a sportswoman,
especially swimming and tennis, was a Bette Davis fan, not surprisingly for
the time was very interested in “MEN AND MARRIAGE” [caps given in
context], wore Max Factor make-up, and then this: “Art interests her, and
her taste is catholic enough (she mentioned by name El Greco, Rembrandt,
Da Vinci, Velasquez and Murillo), but she could get along very well without
pictures. She does not understand modern art, and from the vigor with
which she answered the question, we may gather that she never wants to
understand it.”
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An editorial in the paper the following year described a hope for education
as a result of a world at war that was predictive of the later innovative
educational approaches of Webster College. The editor, Marie Neville,
wrote: “Education suffered much in the years intervening between the wars.
Because mass production was the rule in industry, educators and the public
believed that the children of the country should pass through an educational
assembly line,” arguing that after WWII education should become more
individualized and what would now be described as experiential.
The year 1943 welcomed new Art Department faculty member Miss Luke
Knese, the former Margaret Mary Brey, a Webster alumna, and it was
reported the College’s war bond and stamp drive netted $122,000. In 1938,
the McCaughen and Burr Award for outstanding work in art was established;
in 1944 the award went to Roberta Perry (B.A. 1947) of Edwardsville,
Illinois. With war’s end in 1945, along with short news in “The Web” about
riding lessons and other such items, the art department’s Mrs. Ratkos asked
for student volunteers to assist art students by modeling for art classes on
Tuesday and Thursday from 2:40-4:30. I’m sure this was pretty much the
opposite of a nude figure model.
Discussed in 1945 and first reported to the community on February 8, 1946,
a new major in art was introduced to become effective in September 1946.
The curriculum was arranged to allow a concentration in commercial art (with
courses in lettering, commercial advertising and layout, fashion illustration,
and interior decorating) or fine art (classes included watercolor and oil
painting, figure or portrait painting, history of art, and art appreciation).
There were also two courses on the teaching of art in elementary or high
school that added instruction in jewelry, metal work, and plastics. The major
requirements consisted of Drawing I, Drawing II, History of Art (each were
one year courses), Color and Design (a one-semester course), plus an
additional 18 credits of upper division art courses. Art instructor Esther
McDonald Brown was appointed director of the department.
In May 1947, Mrs. Brown began holding art exhibits and teas in the art
studio, which included work by every student, showing watercolor, oil and
finger paintings, decorative masks, textile designs, jewelry, and fashion designs
in the initial exhibition. By 1948 members of the Art Department’s fashion
and design classes began creating actual production of original garments,
which included runway presentations. Webster art students were also invited
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to exhibit prints, paintings, pastels, and fashion designs at Jefferson City Junior
College. “Art Department Sketches,” which included brief reviews and reports
on department activities, became a regular column in the student newspaper.
Sixty-six years ago on March 1, 1949, senior art majors Anita Kopf and
Shirley Meyer opened their three-week exhibition of watercolors, oil paintings,
chalk sketches, and fashion designs. That exhibition was in partial fulfillment
of the requirements for an art major and established a capstone requirement
for an art degree at Webster University that has continued to this day.
By the early 1950s, expectedly, both strong religious overtones and more
conservative attitudes were prevalent. Graduating seniors Margaret Richardson’s
drawing Christ Speaking to the People, and Dorothy Richter’s Madonna and
Child in tooled copper included in their 1951 senior exhibition are examples
of works completed then.

Nearly completed art studios and Concourse Gallery, Winter, 1964

In 1955, the art department moved from the third floor to the ground
floor and expanded to three studios for sculpture, painting and design, and
drawing, plus an office. The studios were equipped with fluorescent light that
closely approximated natural lighting and had other up-to-date amenities.
The director of the art department, Mr. Rudolf Torrini, stated that the new
studios made Webster, “one of the finest departments in the area.”
The university acquired the Thompson House (now Music Building) in
1960, and a nearby six-room servant’s cottage and house were turned into
studios for painting, figure-drawing, and sculpture, and included an ideal art
education classroom, a metalwork, graphics and ceramics workshops, and an
exhibition space. The “art cottage” opened in 1962 with studio/classrooms,
private studios for instructors and new equipment for graphics. The Web
reported, “The new ceramics room is in the basement of the cottage. Here
students process away from the functional (i.e. they do not grind ashtrays)
to a freedom and surface which lets them experiment with tension and stress.”
In 1964-65, graduating students in art mounted senior exhibitions over
a five-month period beginning in December and concluding in April.
Additionally, there were competitive student exhibitions, and professional
exhibitions showing the work of Diederich Kortlang and Hannibal Alkhas.
The January exhibition of seniors Mary Ellen Murphy and Leslie Welch
informally opened the new Art Studio building, which included the

Moving into new art building, November, 1964
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Concourse Gallery (located behind the Loretto-Hilton Center), even though
construction of the new studio was still far from completed.
A heated discussion about general degree requirements was developing within
the university that same year and included calls for dropping the theology
requirement, but, more radically, several faculty members favored having
no general education requirements – an argument that ultimately prevailed.
Although still a college for women, the first two male students graduated
that year, James Terence Ryan with a B.A. in Music, and Daniel Coughlin
with a B.A. in Art. Additionally, the college received a $250,000 Carnegie
Foundation grant to fund the Webster Institute for Math, Science, and the
Arts (WIMSA) to research and develop innovative curricula, educational
methods, and materials drawn from the fields of math, science, and the arts.
The College Experimental School (the College School) was the “laboratory”
for this research. That building is now the Visual Arts Studios. The following
year, Jana Patton was hired to teach beginning and advanced design, and
structural design, and to collaborate with art professors Robert Strobridge
and Sister Gabriel Mary Hoare, S.L. (Sister Gabe) on a WIMSA project to
“develop a spiraling type of curriculum that would broaden children’s
educated vision, so that they are better able to communicate visually.”
Patton’s ideas on art as experimentation, in the broadest sense of the word,
were demonstrated in a December 1966 exhibition/performance/happening
titled Show and Tell at Loretto-Hilton Center, which included student
participants from nearly every department in the college. WIMSA also funded
the art department’s “Always on Monday” program devised by department
faculty members Sister Gabe, typographer Strobridge, and filmmaker and
graphic designer Norman Laliberte. The program provided the entire student
body, and particularly students not directly involved in art, with a weekly
series of guest-artist workshops, lectures, art films, and musical performances.

Sr. Gabriel Mary Hoare serigraphy class, Summer, 1967, held in The College School building

And then things started to get interesting in January 1967 when Webster
President Jacqueline Grennan simultaneously announces that the institution
will become secular, arguing that higher education and juridical control are
by their nature incompatible, and that she was requesting a dispensation from
her canonical vows. Although an activist, educational visionary, and advisor
to Headstart and the Peace Corps, President Grennan introduced new layers
of administration that would eventually evolve to consolidate policy-making
within an upper echelon of administrators. In February, it was announced
The College School was to be closed. (Due to pressure from parents and
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Webster College art history tour, 1964

alumni, it remained open until the academic year 1978-79. The following
year, The College School (TCS) reopened further east on Big Bend as an
independent and highly innovative pre-K – 8 institution that continues at
present and is considered a leader in progressive education where, I’m happy
to say, my son, as well as the children of many Webster faculty have attended.)
By 1969, Webster had eliminated all general education requirements in favor
of creating a relevant selection of learning experiences free of structure and
in harmony with the individual student’s interests and academic strengths.
The impact of educational experimentation and innovation was felt directly
in the study of fine arts.
The concern of the Art Department is to make visual statements
of consequence which are relevant to and speak to a new age of
automated learning, electronic communication and supersonic
travel. We believe that it is better to speak than to stand still,
better to risk than to play safe.
The freshmen student, introduced more to a study of perception
and communication than to the technique of painting and
sculpture, is put to the task of investigating patterns of perception
and the potential of various media. This study does not remain at
the theoretical level. Each student becomes an image producer
from the onset of his training. He is encouraged to produce
“twentieth century” images which form patterns of thinking
and behavior – 1969/70 Webster College catalog, p. 34.
Most significantly at the end of the 1960s, both Webster students and faculty
were actively involved in the Peace Movement, peace activist Daniel Berrigan
lectured to the entire student body, and the Student Moratorium Committee
was not only recognized by the Student Association (now SGA) but also
shared office space. Art Department faculty member Phil Sultz and
a Webster College board member were arrested at the National Moratorium
in Washington D.C. In its last exhibition of the decade, the Gallery of
Loretto-Hilton Center showed San Francisco Bay Area “visionary” artists,
including prominent Funk artists Robert Hudson and William T. Wiley.
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”Light Show” Gallery of Loretto-Hilton, Fall, 1968

”Timothy Hennessy” exhibition, January, 1968

Art Barn, early 1970s

B.A. exhibition, Loretto-Hilton, May, 1969

3D design, 1972

Jack Canepa - painting class, 1975

participate in art courses. A unique art appreciation course, Art 120 Art in
the Global Village, set out to do just that. It was described as a “series of
visual, spatial, audio, olfactory experiences; a sensitizing process of multiple
experiences to enliven the student’s appreciation of contemporary culture –
which is seen as global.”

Sculpture by Sr. Jeanne Dueber (B.A. 1962), Gallery of Loretto-Hilton, March, 1971

By the early 1970s, the Art Department reached a major stature in the
College’s overall structure. The department graduated 31 majors in 1971.
One alum (a non-art major) reported to me that the entire College then was
like going to art school, everyone took art courses and there was simply the
assumption that all students were involved in more significant social, cultural,
and aesthetic pursuits than simply majoring in something. The department’s
catalog entry for 1972-73 directly encouraged all Webster students to
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While these wonderful synchronistic educational experiences were taking
place, faculty and students were already becoming aware of the threatening
financial challenges confronting the institution (as if anything ever really
changes. . .). The North Central Association’s report criticized the priorities
of the administration, saying that the undergraduate college had become a
“step child” of the college due to the financial benefits of Webster’s growing
graduate programs. But still with seemingly full commitment to cultural
initiatives, artist Jack Canepa was hired as the College’s Director of the
Gallery of Loretto-Hilton. Canepa later became professor of painting and
is now professor emeritus.
There began to be a shift of focus in the curriculum during the 1973-74
academic year. While maintaining a stance of no specific requirements
(an art major was required to take 42 credits in studio, eight credits in art
history, and liberal arts courses that would inform his or her art-making
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and understanding of the world) – a two-semester Foundations sequence
was instituted and, although was not yet mandated, it set the basis for a
more professionally directed course of art study.
With a series of faculty debates, the Bachelor of Fine Arts degree was finally
voted into existence in 1974-75. The B.F.A. provided a more structured
program of courses giving priority to design foundations, skill in drawing,
additional coursework in art history, and “a greater emphasis on advanced
skills in specialized areas, rather than diversification and experimentation”
as the chairperson at the time recorded. Several external challenges to
creating the degree included the College’s establishment of a media degree
as a separate entity rather than within the Art Department; concerns that
NASA (predecessor of NASAD) would not approve the competition with
other schools in the area (assumedly WUStL) and also find facilities lacking;
and given the requisite courses in art history would require a full-time art
historian. By the 1975-76 academic year with several new, younger M.F.A.
trained faculty members (Michael Beresford, Susan Hacker, Leon Hicks,
Tom Lang, Brian Leo), the department was well on its way to a more rigorous
and professionally demanding art curriculum as stated in the catalog:
“The prevailing art department philosophy encourages the faculty to be
artist-teachers and encourages students to seek, focus, work, learn, make
mistakes, clean-up and be artist-students.”

Tom Lang drawing class, 1986

It was at that time that the Board of Directors of Webster College voted
(February 1, 1983) to officially change the institution’s name to
Webster University.
After a period when studio classes were being held in several locations, the
studios were moved in 1987 to the former College School building thereby
creating the Visual Arts Studios (VAS), or maybe better stated “the real
home away from home” for most art students, as well as the department
offices in the neighboring Hunt House (officially called the Visual Arts
Annex). The next year the Sverdrup building opened providing space for art
history courses and a well-equipped darkroom for photography to be shared
with the Media Department. In 1988, the first full-time faculty position
devoted to graphic design was created with the intention of increasing
interest and greater expertise in that emphasis area, and the same year there
was a replacement line in art history (which I filled). The following year a
new line devoted to Foundations was added (later changed to Creative
Strategies), now held by Carol Hodson.
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Sr. Gabe, Silkscreen class, 1988

Leon Hicks drawing class, 1991

B.F.A. review 2000, Barry MacGregor Johnston

Major acceptance review, 1994

John Hilgert photography class, 1995

Sculpture, 2011

In 1993, a committee of fine arts faculty members (Jack Canepa and
Jeffrey Hughes from the Art Department) submitted their proposal to
establish a College of Fine Arts to be comprised of the Departments of Art,
Dance, Music, and Theatre. That proposal was accepted by a vote of the
Faculty Constituent Assembly, and then approved by the Board of Trustees,
successfully forming the College of Fine Arts in 1994. The College of Fine
Arts was named the Leigh Gerdine College of Fine Arts (LGCFA) in
September 2000.
Over the years, various types of travel and study abroad options have been
part of Webster including the 1964 art history tour of Europe, with 30
Webster students participating chaperoned by a couple of nuns. During the
1992 spring semester, department chairman Tom Lang took a group of art
students to Vienna for the first time thereby creating one of the most
successful study abroad initiatives in the University’s history. For the next 18
years, art curriculum was taught in Vienna every semester, including summer.
Approximately 35-40 percent of art students studied in Vienna with most
students combining that experience with travel to museums, galleries, and
archaeological sites throughout Europe. Nearly all full-time and several
part-time art department faculty members taught at the Vienna campus.
The program was so successful that the Art Department was able to hire a
Vienna-based art historian and an accomplished printmaker, which allowed
for the development of a major in visual cultures specifically for the Vienna
campus. The Vienna campus administration chose to end the program in
2012. However, Webster art students still study at Webster’s international
campuses, and also take short-term study trips to Florence, Venice,
and elsewhere.

concepts that unify all art and yet allow infinite variation.
The faculty of the DADAH share the belief that intensive
work, study, and involvement in art prepares the student
for professional art training or personal career goals.
Student exhibits have always been a major focus of the department and are
the culminating experience for all studio students. Senior exhibitions took
place in Loretto-Hilton Center for many years, and, with B.A. and B.F.A.,
students originally showing together and then later in two exhibitions.
Since 1991, B.A. students have held their senior exhibition in Hunt Gallery,
and, soon thereafter, B.F.A. students began to exhibit off campus. As an
addition to their capstone requirements, B.F.A. students locate a space,
curate the exhibition, install, and staff the opening and run of the show.
These two capstone exhibitions have provided a remarkable learning
experience for the students, and have become an expected part of the
annual cultural events of the city.
This exhibition of 40 artists representing six decades of Webster art alumni
is a small sampling of the creative energy, professional accomplishments,
and artistic contributions of Webster graduates. Unlike a senior exhibition,
these works aren’t the culmination of four years of study, but rather are
works of artists who demonstrate the perseverance, personal growth, and
intellectual strength required of the artist to continue, and hopefully provide
an indicative moment of reflection to alumni and friends on whatever
impact this department has had, and on our place in its history.
- JEFFREY HUGHES

Over the past several years, the Art Department has grown in numbers of
students and faculty, more recently adding a second full-time art historian,
Ryan Gregg, and a new faculty line in new media, with new programs and
full degrees, and professional practices. We officially changed the name from
the traditional Art Department to a name now more indicative of our broader
mission – Department of Art, Design, and Art History (DADAH). Yet, the
current catalog entry still echoes some of the past on which we build:
The student-centered learning environment in the department
emphasizes personal expression, alternative approaches,
and experimentation. The department stresses fundamental
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Art Students in Vienna, 2007. Tom Lang - book arts class.

B.F.A. exhibition, 2014

Venice trip, 2009

Florence trip, 2010

B.F.A. review 2015, Destini Johnson

Mary Ellen Neff, B.A. 1965 a sailing enthusiast, in the 1980s purchased a
small sailing marina near Annapolis, Maryland, and in 2005 moved to a
ranch in Wyoming where she continues to paint. She has exhibited at
numerous galleries, including: Redsky Gallery, Charlotte, NC; the Conrad
Wilde Gallery, Tucson, AZ; Circle Gallery, Annapolis, MD; Cardinal Gallery,
Maryland Hall for Creative Arts, Annapolis, MD.

A RT I ST S OF 40 @ 100
Barbara Blades, B.A. 1960 has been active in the Chicago art community
since the seventies, when she joined the Jan Cicero Gallery. She is also a
former member and past co-president of Artemisia Gallery, a Chicago
women’s co-operative. Past gallery representation also includes Kathryn
Markel Fine Arts in New York City. Blades’ work was featured in The New
Millennium: Illinois Women Artists, at the IL State Museum, James R.
Thompson Center, Chicago, and the National Museum for Women in the
Arts in Washington, D.C. She has exhibited in numerous local, national
and international exhibitions, including the Art Institute of Chicago, the
Illinois State Museum in Springfield and Chicago, The Living Art Museum,
Reykjaviik; Torshaven Museum, Faroe Islands; Gallery Woong, Seoul, S.K.;
Kunstlerhaus, Hamburg, Germany; Studio Arts Center (SACI), Florence
Italy and many college and university galleries and art centers.
Sister Jeanne Dueber, S.L., B.A. 1962 received an M.A. from the University
of Iowa in 1969. She has been resident artist at the Loretto Motherhouse in
Nerinx, Kentucky since 1978. She is a sculptor and multimedia artist who
uses natural material to explore spirituality, faith and the human figure.
Her works have been shown in over 100 exhibitions.
Anne Tiegen, B.A. 1963 completed a B.F.A. in printmaking and M.F.A. in
painting at Otis Art Institute, Los Angeles. After teaching art in St. Louis,
Los Angeles and San Marcos, CA, she has lived in Eugene, OR since 1992.
Her paintings and intaglio prints have been shown in several galleries on the
West Coast and the Pacific Northwest.
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Jane Puerini, B.A. 1968 has received awards from the Providence Art Club,
the Catharine Lorillard Wolf Art Club, National Arts Club, New York, NY,
and the Cranston Cultural Arts Council. She is an artist member of the
Providence Art Club, the Art League of Rhode Island and the American
Artists Professional league.
Susan Fitzsimmons, B.A. 1970 earned her M.F.A. at Southern Illinois
University, Carbonale in 1973, followed by post-graduate study with
Nancy Spero and Ree Morton at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
in 1974. She is the Marialice Shary Shivers Chair of the Department of Art
at University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley. Her extensive exhibition record
includes: 2015, Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy; Sentinels and Guardians,
University of Texas, Rio Grande Valley; Texas Sculpture Group, William
Campbell Contemporary Art, Fort Worth, Texas; 2104 Extraordinary Life,
Beyond Arts Gallery, Harlingen, TX; 2013, In Depth, Texas Biennial,
Houston, TX.
Fred Nelson, B.A. 1971 attended the Kansas City Art Institute in 1971 and
received the M.F.A. degree from Washington University School of Fine Arts
in 1975. He currently teaches darkroom photography and digital imaging at
MICDS in St. Louis, MO where he served as Department chair for 14 years.
Nelson’s museum exhibitions include The Nelson Atkins Museum, The Daum
Museum of Contemporary Art, Springfield Museum, The Mitchell Museum
at Cedarhurst, and The Montgomery Museum of Fine Art. He is a recipient
of a National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship for Painting and Drawing
and a residency at the Cite International des Arts in Paris. Nelson has
exhibited nationally and internationally. His work is included in over 175
private collections and in the permanent collection of over 40 corporate
and public institutions including the Daum Museum of Contemporary Art,
Washington University School of Medicine, Bank of America, US Bank,
Champion International, Cincinnati Bell and R.R. Donnelly International.
He is represented by The Atrium Gallery in St. Louis.
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Mimi Botscheller, B.A. 1973 earned the M.F.A. in visual arts at Miami
International University in 2004, and an M.A. in graphic design also at
Miami International University in 2011. Her paintings combining Eastern
and Western ideologies and multiple points of view have been widely shown,
both nationally and internationally. The work has regionally been featured in
numerous gallery exhibitions and museum competitions throughout the state.
She has also worked in Public Art and was a recipient of the Duane Hanson
Allied Artist Award to assist in the Pompano Beach Streetscape project.
Her commissioned installation located in Terminal 19 in Port Everglades,
Ft. Lauderdale has been incorporated into the redesign of the terminal.
She currently has an installation of paintings, digital work and sculpture in
the Surrealism Room of the Young at Art Museum in Davie, Florida.
John McVicker, B.A. 1974 “After leaving Webster, I moved to Massachusetts,
where I worked in factories, painted, and made my way in the community
of artists in and near Amherst and Boston, Massachusetts. During this time I
exhibited paintings and serigraphs in group and individual shows in Amherst,
Cambridge, Boston, and New York City. In 1976, however, I was hired as an
English language teacher and language-learning materials illustrator at the
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL); this short-term contract turned
into a life-long career as an English language teacher. Only in 2001 did I
once again begin painting and only since 2010 have I been active as a working
artist. Since then, I’ve participated in exhibits locally in Southeast Ohio, at
the Ohio State University Urban Arts Space in Columbus, Ohio, at the
Cavin-Morris Gallery in New York City, and at the Zebrastraat Gallery in
Ghent, Belgium. I’m a member of the Obsessions Collective, a group of
artists linked to composer John Zorn.”
Ira Carter, B.A. 1975 “My artistic history starts when I was a ‘wee chile’ and
encouraged by my parents. Formative experience was attending Webster
when dinosaurs still roamed the Earth. I became a commercial graphic artist
working in the SF Bay area, got in on the ground floor of the Mac revolution
in 1984 and taught myself how to make it do what I wanted. Dada and the
desire to make confrontational art that tells truth to power in a world gone
mad with needless consumption, exploitation, and militarism inform my art
practice. For the most part, I think the art is not doctrinaire, and instead
tries to use images that the society uses as agents of control, and subvert their
purpose. My hope is that a sense of play and holy foolishness comes across.”
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Julie Gaskill, B.A. 1975 adjunct associate professor of drawing and design in
the Art Department, Cornish College of the Arts, Seattle, WA. Gaskill’s work
has been exhibited in Shenzhen, China; at the Frye Art Museum in Seattle;
the Museum of Northwest Art in la Conner, WA; the Whatcom Museum in
Bellingham, WA; the Lancaster Museum of Art in Lancaster, PA; the Tweed
Museum of Art in Duluth, Minnesota; the Janet Turner Print Museum in
Chico, CA; in the 9th, 10th, and 12th Biennials of Pacific Prints of Palo Alto,
CA; the LA Printmaking Society’s 18th National Biennial Exhibition, Pasadena,
CA; the Seattle Art Museum Gallery; and at Davidson Galleries in Seattle.
She was an Artist-in-Residence at the Artists’ Enclave at I-Park in E. Haddam,
Connecticut, and at the Scuola Internazionale di Grafica in Venice, Italy.
Susan Bostwick, B.F.A. 1977 received an M.F.A. in Ceramics with an
emphasis in Drawing from Southern Illinois University Edwardsville. Her
work has been exhibited nationally and is included in a number of public
collections and publications that include “Teapots Transformed, Exploration of
an Object”, “500 Animals” and “The Yixing Effect”. Early in her career, Susan
was a member of the cooperative Firehouse Pottery in St. Louis’ Soulard
neighborhood and since graduate school has maintained a personal studio
at her home. Ms. Bostwick has offered workshops across the county and has
taught at a number of local institutions that include Craft Alliance, Jacoby
Arts Center, John Burroughs School and Southern Illinois University
Edwardsville. As an arts advocate, Susan has curated numerous exhibits,
co-founded ARTEAST (Edwardsville Alton Studio Tour) and has served
on a number of Arts Boards.
David Harmon, B.F.A. 1977 received the M.F.A. in painting from the
School of Visual Art, Pennsylvania State University in 1982, he is presently
department chairman and professor of art at Howard Payne University,
Brownwood, Texas. For over 30 years he has shown his work in several
International and National art exhibition venues including museums,
galleries, and community art centers. Harmon has taught at several
universities and colleges including the University of Arizona, The State
University of New York, The University of Southern Mississippi, Indiana
University, Ball State University, Howard Payne University, Bethel College
and The Savannah College of Art and Design. He also taught drawing and
painting at the Liverpool Institute of Higher Education as an exchange
professor during the spring 1988 term from the State University of New York.
Harmon has traveled internationally in Australia, Europe and Japan.
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Gary Passanise, B.F.A. 1977 earned the M.F.A. in Painting and Drawing at
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville in 1981, he is professor of painting
at Webster University and the Executive Director of the Santo Foundation.
He has been a recipient of numerous grants and awards, e.g.: National
Endowment for the Arts, MAAA; Pollock Krasner Foundation Grant,
Creative Artist Project, Missouri Art Council; and the Ford Foundation
Award for Painting. His extensive exhibition record includes: 2015 Volume I,
Schema Projects, Brooklun, NY; All Formalities Aside, Ruth Reese Gallery,
St. Louis; New Paintings, Bruno David Gallery, St. Louis, MO; 2014
International Painting Annual, Manifest Gallery, Cinncinati, OH; 2013 New
Sculpture, Stern Studio, Vienna, Austria; Blue, Red & White, Bruno David
Gallery, St. Louis; 2012 Constructions, Space B, New York, NY; Recent
Paintings, Bruno David Gallery, St. Louis; Contemplating Limits, University
of North Texas Gallery, Denton, TX.
Debra Drexler, B.A. 1980 holds the M.F.A. in Painting from Southern
Illinois University, and is Professor of Drawing and Painting at University
of Hawaii at Manoa. Drexler maintains studios in both New York and Oahu,
and her work is informed by her unique bi-coastal experience. Drexler has
had 28 solo exhibits and over 100 group exhibitions at galleries and museums
in New York, Hawaii, Australia, Berlin and across the states. Her most recent
exhibitions were the November 2014 three-person show Red, Yellow, Orange,
and the December 2014-January 2015 group exhibit Paper Trail both at Van
Der Plas Gallery, New York, NY. Recent New York solo exhibits include:
Pool Art Fair, Chelsea Hotel Blue Mountain Gallery, HP Garcia Gallery
and Java Studios Gallery.
Kate Anderson, B.F.A. 1982 formally trained as a painter, Anderson began
knotting in 1996 after a workshop with textile artist Jane Sauer. Her work
has been exhibited internationally in museums and galleries including the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts; the National Craft Gallery of the Irish Craft
Council; Kaohsiung Museum of Fine Arts, Taiwan; and the Museum of Arts
and Design, New York.
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Pehr Smith, B.F.A. 1984 also studied at Meramec Community College in
St. Louis, and at the Victoria College of Art in Victoria, British Columbia,
Canada. He graduated with an M.F.A. from the University of Texas at Austin
in 1990. Pehr Smith has worked as an instructor of Drawing, Painting and
Design at the C.G. Jung Center in Houston, Texas, The University of Texas
at Austin, Texas, Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas, and at Austin
Community College in Austin, Texas, where he has worked since 1997.
“I am very honored and grateful to be included in this commemorative
exhibition, and for the happy years with all my esteemed professors, and
our valued colleagues in the abundantly creative community at Webster
University. I was not sure college would be for me when I arrived, but all that
changed when I found a niche in painting. My parents supported my focus
with great love and enthusiasm. Many years later, when both of my parents’
health began to decline I would draw during visits, and paint in sketchbooks
and small canvases when I was away. . . As an adult what I learned at Webster
University combined with the impetus of these early memories generated a
body of work that helped me to maintain my bearings during a very
challenging time.”
Leslie Ulrich, B.F.A. 1989 studied at Penland School of Crafts in North
Carolina, and earned her M.F.A. at the University of Washington, Seattle,
WA in 1995. Her recent exhibitions include: 2015 Recycle Show, Blowing
Sands Gallery, Seattle, WA; Patch Worked, Seattle ReCreative, Seattle, WA;
2014 Patch Worked Show, A Gallery, Seattle, WA; 2009 NoWOH, Bowling
Green State University, Bowling Green, OH; Something About Nothing,
OSU Kuhn Gallery, Marion, OH.
Tim Daly, B.F.A. 1989 received the M.F.A. in Studio Art - Ceramics from
Southern Illinois University, Edwardsville in 1992. He has been an adjunct
professor of ceramics at Webster University since 1991. A selection of his
exhibitions includes: 2014 The Art of Giving, William A. Kerr Foundation,
St. Louis; 2013 Stillness in Motion; Will Flores Foundation, 2012 Art and
Soul Café, Grand Center, St. Louis; 2009 Friendly Fire, Foundry Arts Center,
St. Charles, MO.
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Tracy Ostmann Hascke, B.F.A. 1992 received the Post-Baccalureate
Certificate from the Art Instistute of Chicago. Her exhibitions have
included a retrospective in 2013, Unfolding, Uncommon Ground Chicago,
Il; Methodic Deconstruction, The Franklin, Chicago, Il; 2010, Twenty Years,
Foundry Art Centre, St. Charles, MO, Flock – American Birds Personified,
Jackson Junge, Chicago, Il.
Jessica Barnett Decuir, B.F.A. 1993 has an M.F.A. from the University of
Texas at San Antonio (‘96) is on the fine arts faculty at San Antonio College,
where she received the Award of Excellence for Teaching with Technology in
2012. She also teaches teens, adults and educators at the Southwest School
of Art in San Antonio. Jessica is an exhibiting visual artist and performing
vocalist/instrumentalist in the electronic art/music duo, Hyperbubble.
The duo have had numerous CD and vinyl releases, working primarily with
indie labels in the U.K., Germany and France. She has exhibited since 1993
including: Bridgeport Art Center (Chicago, IL), The Ellen Noel Museum
of Art (Odessa, TX), The Art Car Museum (Houston, TX), The McKinney
Avenue Contemporary (Dallas, TX), Blue Star Contemporary Art Museum,
Sala Diaz, REM Gallery, Southwest School of Art (San Antonio, TX),
Lieu Commun (Toulouse, France), the Cultural Institute of Peru (Lima),
the St. Louis Design Center and the Center of Contemporary Art
St. Louis (COCA).
Jill Foote-Hutton, B.F.A. 1994 earned the M.F.A. at University of Mississippi
in Studio Art with an emphasis in ceramics in 2003. She completed the
Community Arts Training Institute, St. Louis in 2010. She has held
residencies as the Jentel Critic at the Archie Bray Foundation, Helena, MT;
at Arrowmont, Gatlinburg, TN; and was artist in residence at the Skopelos
Foundation for the Arts, Skopelos, Greece; and Guldagergaard ICRC,
Skaelsor, Denmark. Her recent exhibitions have included: 2015 Guardian
Monsters, Honey’s Gallery, Red Lodge, MT; Communal Narratives: Family
Heritage, Northwest Vista College, San Antonio, TX; Folktales and Legends,
John Michael Kohler Arts Center, Sheboygan, WI; 2014 Between the Benches,
Northwest Community College, Powell, WY.
Laura Reinhardt Wiley, B.F.A. 1995, she also received an M.A. in Marketing
from Webster University in 2012 in addition to maintaining an active art
practice, Wiley is Principal/CMO of Marketing Lift, LLC. She is also an
adjunct professor of Marketing, and on the advisory board of LGCFA.
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Astra Price, B.F.A. 1996 received the M.F.A. degree from California Institute
of Arts in Film/Video and Integrated Media in 2001. She is presently Media
Specialist/Partner at DWAP Productions, where she is co-publisher, editor,
and artist for digital and print comics. She also has been a film and video
faculty member at CalArts since 2005, where her courses have included:
video installation, video production workshop, advanced DV workshop,
intermediate interactive media, and Final Cut Pro workshop.
Adam Watkins, B.F.A. 1997 St. Louis-based mixed media artist, curator,
musician and Instructor of Fine Art at East Central College (Union, Missouri),
Watkins graduated with the M.F.A. degree in 2000 from the Kent Institute
of Art and Design in Canterbury, UK. Exhibitions include: 2013, Visual Aids:
Postcards From The Edge, Sikkema and Jenkins, New York; 2012, Under The
Subway-Video Art Night, Local Project Artists’ Space, Long Island, NY;
Video Night At The Factory, Sheldon Art Gallery, St. Louis; Sound and Vision,
St. Louis Artists’ Guild, St. Louis, MO; Visual Aids: Postcards From The Edge,
Cheim & Read, New York, NY; 2011, Electric Is The Love, Kranzberg
Exhibition Series, Laumeier Sculpture Park, St. Louis, MO; Untitled In Vitro,
Lincoln, UK; ID; The Gallery At St. Martins, Lincoln, UK; Human Truths,
The Gallery at Willesden Green, London.
John Watson, B.F.A. 1997 earned the M.F.A. degree in Sculpture at
University of Maryland in 2001. He rose from Assistant to Associate
Professor at Webster University, and presently teaches at Belmont University
in Nashville, TN. He has lectured at many universities and galleries, and a
selection of his awards and exhibitions have included the Kranzberg
Exhibition Series at Laumeier Sculpture Park, and David Driskell Award at
University of Maryland; 2013, Materials, Hunt Gallery; work/work,
Vanderbilt University; Works on Paper, University of Hawaii, Hilo; 2009,
All I needed was everything, Philip Slein Gallery, St. Louis; 2008 Better Now
Than They Once Was, Hemphill Fine Arts, Washington, D.C.
Dan Broadfield, B.A. 1999, M.A. 2010 in addition to his studio practice
in sculpture, painting, and digital photography, he is a multidisciplinary
Art Specialist in the Special School District of St. Louis County where
he provides specialized instruction in visual arts, and has created many
collaborative performance/installation events with his students.
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Christopher Paquet, B.F.A. 1999 received an M.A. degree in Fine Art from
Goldsmith’s, University of London in 2003. “My professional focus has
been in Display. This has been in two seemingly distinct, yet quite related
avenues: Retail Display and Fine Art Exhibition Production. Both are
ultimately luxury retail and rely on the ability to communicate ideas visually
to provide context. I am a practicing and exhibiting artist as well. My work
is primarily figurative painting in oil, acrylic or watercolor. I also make
sculpture and take photographs. My work often employs humor as well
as an iconoclastic air borrowed from dadaism and punk rock.”
Jenna Bauer, B.F.A. 2000 received the M.F.A. from Hunter College in 2013.
Bauer has maintains studios in Hell’s Kitchen, and Hudson River Valley,
New York and in St. Louis. She is a multidisciplinary artist whose practice
consists of painting, printmaking, drawing, and social sculpture. Her most
recent solo exhibition was a retrospective Work: 1999-2015 10th Street
Gallery, St. Louis. Other recent exhibitions have included: 2014, The Tivoli
Project, Galerie Gris, Hudson, NY; Four Seasons, Coohaus, New York, NY;
ArtCycle Discovers, Brooklyn Gallery, New York, NY; 2011 New and Archived
Works, Hoffmann-LaChance Gallery, St. Louis.
Jason Triefenbach, B.F.A. 2000 installation artist, performer and curator was
a winner of the Great Rivers Biennial, Contemporary Art Museum, St. Louis
in 2005/06. His performance/installations include: 2015 Cop On Cop Crime,
LACE, Los Angels, CA; XOXOHorseXOXO, Treehouse, Oakland, CA; 2014
Disco Mutation, Young Art Gallery, Los Angeles, MOCA Gallery, Oakland,
CA, LCM, Oakland, CA, Abandoned Pier, San Francsico, CA, and Elephant,
Los Angeles, CA; 2010 Potato Canyon Tapes (Exhibit A) and Potato Canyon
Tapes (Exhibit B), Human Resources Gallery, Los Angeles, CA; Upside Down
Clouds, PSTL Gallery, St. Louis; and Leaves of Grass, The Night Gallery,
Los Angeles, CA.
Josh Welker, B.F.A. 2000 received the M.F.A. degree from the University
of Texas, Austin in 2009, is Assistant Professor of Art, Sculpture, 3D design,
Ceramics at Taylor University in Upland, TX. A selection of exhibitions
includes: 2015 The Farthest Plane: Explorations in Abstraction, Atrium Gallery,
Ball State University, Muncie, IN; Whiteness of the Whale, Cultural Art
Center, Columbus OH; 2014 Spectrum, Gensler Offices, Austin, TX;
2012 It wasn’t me, I wasn’t there, Forest Park Community College, St. Louis;
2009 Terrain, Creative Research Lab, Austin, TX.
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Barry MacGregor Johnston, B.F.A. 2002 received the M.F.A. degree from
Art Center College of Design in 2007. Reviews of his work have appeared in
Frieze Magazine, Artforum, Art in America, and he has given numerous artist
performances in Los Angeles; Austin, TX; Berlin, German; ICA, London;
Art Basel, etc. Exhibitions include: 2014 Made in L.A., Hammer Museum,
Los Angeles; This is with it as it is, Lora Reynolds Gallery, Austin, TX;
2012 Sharpened Key, James Fuentes, New York, NY, 2011 Happy Mind –
my pleasure, Misako, Tokyo, Japan; Street Light, Galerie Micky Schubert,
Berlin, Germany; 2010 California Biennial, curated by Sarah Bancroft,
Orange County Museum of Art, Newport Beach, CA.
Alexa Hoyer, B.F.A. 2003 earned the M.F.A. at Tyler School of Art, Temple
University in 2005. She works in photography, drawing, and sculpture and
has exhibited in the U.S., Europe and China. Her photographs have been
published in New York Magazine, Interview Magazine, der Speigel, Taz,
Der Frietag, and others. A selection of recent exhibitions includes:
2015 Victory for Tyler, Ice Box Project Space, Philadelphia, PA; Targets,
Fresh Window Gallery, Brooklyn, NY; 2014 Recapturing the Scenic Wilds,
Wave Hill Gallery, Bronx, NY; Landscapes, Cityscapes and Targets, Inside-Out
Gallery, Beijing, China.
Clark Stoeckley, B.F.A. 2005 received the M.F.A. degree in Performance and
Interactive Media Art from Brooklyn College CUNY, Brooklyn, NY in 2010.
He is adjunct instructor of painting, drawing and computer imaging at
Bloomfield College, Bloomfield, NJ. His recent exhibitions and performance
have included: 2015 The United States vs. Pvt. Chelsea Manning, Criminal
Justice Gallery, Rutgers-Newark, Newark, NJ; Demolition Exhibition, Green
Villain Productions, Jersey City, NJ; AIDS Show, Life Lab, Newark, NJ;
2014 An Evening for Chelsea Manning, Theaterlab, New York, NY;
The United States vs. Pvt. Chelsea Manning, International Spy Museum,
Washington, D.C.; Hackers on Planet Earth X, Hotel Pennsylvania, New
York, NY; 2013 WikiLeaks Mobile Information Collection Unit: National
Security Agency Headquarters, Fort George G. Meade, MD, and Creation
Nation Art and Peace Parade, Newark, NJ, 2012 Collateral Torture, Plato’s
Cave EIDIA House, Brooklyn, NY; Pratt Falls, Pratt Manhattan Gallery,
New York NY.
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Cheryl Childress, B.F.A. 2007 is presently adjunct instructor of photography
at East Central College in Missouri. In 2012 she received the M.F.A. degree
from the University of Iowa. Her exhibitions include: 2014 New Faculty
Work, East Central College Gallery, Union, MO; 2013 Dog and Pony Show,
UMKC Gallery of Fine Art, Kansas City, MO; 2012 Here & Elsewhere,
Cazenovia College Art Gallery, Cazenovia, NY; The Moment When
Everything Falls into Place; the Moment When Everything Falls Apart,
Art Building West Art Gallery, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA; Pinholio,
Good Citizens Gallery, St. Louis; American Dreams, Drewelowe Gallery,
University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA.
Jess Kiel-Wornson, B.F.A. 2008 will complete the M.F.A. degree in sculpture
at University of Illinois, Champaign-Urbana in 2016, and previously studied
at the Virginia Commonwealth University Summer Studio Program. Selected
recent exhibitions include: TimeShare, Figure One Gallery, Champaign, IL;
New Terrains, Krannert Art Musuem, Champaign, Il; Other Rooms, Near to
Me, Maltese Embassy Satellite-66, San Francisco, CA; Download/Destroy,
Fortress to Solitude, New York, NY; and Agent Form, FAB Gallery, Richmond,
VA. She was also studio assistant to Pablo Helguera in New York, NY.

Yvonne Osei, B.F.A. 2013 will graduate with an M.F.A. from Washington
University in May 2016. She has been a teaching assistant for both digital
filmmaking and methods and concepts of art and design; and has worked
as a conceptual designer and art director at the Global Growth Institute,
La Maarn, Netherlands, and as an intern at Gentlemen Creatives,
Vienna, Austria.
Saylor Surkamp, B.F.A. 2014 works in sculpture, performance, video,
installation, and is currently gallery attendant, event planner, and assistant
preparator at World Chess Hall of Fame, St. Louis. She exhibited in 2015
XVIIIAC ft, Glitch Girl Handlebar, LAB:MME, the Luminary, and
Because We Can, Hunt Gallery, St. Louis.
Molly Brennan, B.F.A. 2015 creates sculptural works that engage viewers
with everyday household objects and spaces as a means to convey feelings of
nostalgia, loss, and discomfort. She has exhibited at Gallery Zeke, Steeleville,
MO; 2270 Gallery, St. Louis, MO; and the XL exhibition, St. Louis, MO.
She is presently an art handler and exhibitions installer at the Contemporary
Art Museum, St. Louis.

Lauren Stumpf, B.F.A. 2011 is a current M.F.A. student at the Pacific
Northwest College of Art, Portland, Oregon. Her exhibitions include:
Narrative, Clinton Street Theatre, SUGAR RUSH and Happy Hour:
the Retrospective both at Lodge Gallery, Portland, OR.
Martin Lang, B.F.A. 2013 will complete the M.F.A. degree at University
of Tennessee, Knoxville in Transmedia Design in 2016, and was a recipient
of the Chancellor’s Award. He has also been studio assistant to Vienna based
artist Dejan Kaludjerovic. A selection of his exhibitions includes: 2015
Neither Here Nor There, Gallery 1010, Knoxville, TN; Orange 3, Unix Gallery,
New York, NY; So Hot Right Now, Step Gallery, Arizona State University,
Phoenix, AZ; Failure – Progression, Des Lee Gallery, St. Louis; 2014 Close
History, Stern Studio, Vienna, Austria; Forever Untitled (names sake),
Bruno David Gallery, St. Louis; Orange 2, CO Prosperity Sphere, Chicago,
IL; On Second Thought, Gallery 1010, Knoxville, TN; 2013 Close Proximity,
A1 Lab Arts, Knoxville, TN; Please Read Carefully, Art Lofts Gallery,
University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.
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